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Abstract This paper, to the best of my knowledge, is the first to estimate the association between Nighttime Lights (NTL) and real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at the national level, using sub-national GDP data for the 27 Egyptian governorates over FY08-FY13. The study finds that NTL has a positive and statistically significant correlation with GDP at the sub-national and national levels. Hence, NTL can measure and predict GDP in Egypt, at the national and sub-national levels. These findings affirm most previous research that NTL could be a good proxy for GDP when official data are unavailable or time infrequent in developing countries.
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1. Introduction

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at the national and sub-national levels are the most widely used indicators for the analysis of economic performance and reference for political decision making. This paper aims at finding a good proxy for estimating economic performance at the national level using disaggregated regional GDP (GGP) in Egypt. At the national level, GDP helps policymakers in assessing changes in the economy, and formulating the appropriate policies at the time of boost and recession. At the regional level, GGP is useful in identifying the source and distribution of economic growth across regions and economic activities, and lagging governorates, and hence helping in developing the right sectoral strategies.

Unfortunately, national and regional GDP measurement is usually deficient, especially in developing countries. Traditional approach of measuring GDP and other economic indicators based on estimates, surveys and censuses suffers from potential biases, time lags, inaccuracies and difficulty in comparison between and within countries. Another critical problem is that a fraction of economic activity is conducted within the informal sector that most of it is left uncounted in the GDP formula. Also, some developing countries suffer from absence of GDP estimates at the sub-national (regional) level in the economy, which hinder attempts to estimate different socio-economic variables at the sub-national level like economic growth, poverty, health and environmental quality. This paper suggests Nighttime light (NTL) as a good predictor of GDP, at the national and sub-national levels, in Egypt.

NTL involves a special remote sensing technique that is conducted by the U.S. Air Force Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). It represents the artificial human lighting at night. Once NTL data have been cleaned and filtered out lights due to forest fires, moon shine etc., they may prove useful. It has numerous advantages; light emission is measured objectively and systematically at a fairly high resolution at specific geographic location. The gathering of NTL data is relatively cheap, though the initial investment is considerable. However, there are some drawbacks to this technique. Sensors have different detection limits and saturation radiances that saturate luminosity at bright urban cores. In addition, optical sensors degrade over time. Despite NTL technique’s drawbacks, such limitations could be overcome and solved statistically and by calibration (Elvidge et al. 2014).

As early as Croft (1978), it was shown that NTL could reflect human development and settlement. Most studies concerned with the application of NTL, argue its predictive power in estimating many socio-economic variables, such as the estimation of population density (Sutton et al. 1997 and 2003; Zhuo et al. 2009), urbanization (Bhandari and Roychowdhury, 2011; and Zhang and Seto 2011), and economic performance at the national and sub-national levels (Ebener et al., 2005; Chen and Nordhaus, 2011; Kulkarni et al., 2011; Henderson et al., 2012; and Elvidge et al., 2014).

This paper hypothesizes that NTL can predict GDP at the national and sub-national levels, in Egypt. Specifically,
it investigates if the intensity of night lights can be used as a proxy measure for the magnitude of the real GGP and GDP, during the period FY08-FY13. The assumption behind studying this relation is that almost all consumption and investment activities at night require lighting. More specifically, the higher economic performance encourages higher human activities at night and so the higher night light emission. The paper is not interested in studying the causal relationship between NTL and GDP; rather it is concerned of investigating their association that would enable complementing GDP figures with NTL estimates.

The paper replicates the work of Moursi and Omar (2016) at the sub-national level by using a different estimation method; “the Driscoll and Kray” method to check the robustness of their findings (Driscoll and Kraay, 1998; and Hoechle, 2007). It contributes, as the first paper, in examining the association between NTL and GDP in Egypt at the national level using disaggregated data for 27 Egyptian governorates over 6 years (FY08-FY13). In line with literature, the paper finds a positive significant association between real GGP and light intensity within Egypt over the period FY08-FY13. The paper concludes that light intensity appears to be a good predictor of GGP and GDP.

The paper is organized as follows; after the introduction, section II gives an overview on NTL data. Section III provides NTL literature with its application on economic performance. Section IV shows and explains the link and performance of GDP and NTL in Egypt, at the national and sub-national levels. Section V presents the results, and finally, section VI concludes.

2. What Is Nighttime Light?

In the mid-1960s, the U.S. Air Force started a research project called the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP). It was originally designed to detect moonlit clouds and weather data to support Department of Defense. Surprisingly, satellites were able to capture night lights from human settlements, which have been used since then extensively in research. Until 1992, scientists had access to DMSP data only from film archives (Doll, 2008). Since 1992, satellites’ images have been systematically digitized at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC). Each satellite-year dataset is a grid reporting the intensity of lights as a six-bit digital number (DN) ranging between 0 and 63, referring to no light and maximum light, respectively. Figure 1 presents the World Stable Lights Map, where two observations can be deduced. First, the dark area indicates the unlit area with no DN, and the light appears with an increasing intensity from gray to purely white reaching the maximum 63 DN. Second, one gets a sense on the distribution of human settlement, urbanization, and income distribution.

2 The GGP computational methodology are available in Moursi and Omar (2016).

3 Kilometer is the unit of measurement of resolution.
3. Literature Review

As early as Croft (1978), it was shown that NTL reflect human well-being, as they represent the artificial human illumination. NTL was used in a number of applications. The most intuitive application was in mapping urban areas (Doll and Muller 1999). NTL data had also successfully estimated population density (Sutton et al. 1997 and 2003; and Zhuo et al. 2009), urban population size (Elvidge et al. 1997; Doll et al. 2006; Small et al. 2011), as well as energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions (Doll et al 2000; and Letu et al 2010).

On average, NTL can estimate human economic activity. Using only one year snapshot, Elvidge et al (1997) was the first to find a positive correlation between NTL and real GDP in a log-log regression for 21 countries in 1994-95. Subsequently, this was broadened by Doll et al. (2000) introducing the first global map of GDP-PPP at a resolution of 1˚x1˚ using NTL datasets in a log-linear relationship (see also, Sutton and Costanza, 2002; and Doll et al. 2006).

Ebener et al. (2005) proposed a global model testing the correlation of NTL with income per capita. They found that total and mean frequency of observed lights is more correlated with per-capita income than lit-area. This result was more reliable at the national level than sub-national level. Later, Sutton et al. (2007) improved this model by adding estimated urban population as GDP predictor at the sub-national level to solve the saturation problem of luminosity images and applied the new model on China, India, Turkey, and U.S in 1992-93 and 2000. Authors concluded that “spatial disaggregation of estimates dramatically improves aggregate national estimates” of GDP (Zhao, et al., 2011; and Bhandari and Roychowdhury, 2011).

During last decade, research tried to consider the whole NTL time span to make use of all available data. Chen and Nordhaus (2011) and Henderson et al. (2012), using the same statistical framework, found that NTL can play the role of proxy for economic activity at the national and sub-national levels, but light data has more value-added in low-quality income data countries than high-quality income data countries (Addison and Steward, 2016). They suggested the statistical time fixed effect approach to overcome the satellite sensors’ saturation problem. The current paper adopts these authors’ methodology with two differences: first this paper analyses the relationship between NTL and GDP at the regional and national levels, while Chen and Nordhaus (2011) and Henderson et al. (2012) at the national level. Second, this paper works with variables at level, while the latter works at growth. However, we reach the same finding of NTL predictive power in estimating economic performance. Bundervoet et al. (2015) had the same conclusion on Sub-Saharan African countries. These findings encourage the potential use of NTL in forecasting economic performance at the national and sub-national levels of developing countries.

To the contrary, Kulkarni et al. (2011) argued that NTL are good proxy for developed more than developing countries on a within country analysis on U.S., India and China over 2001-2007. To overcome sensors’ saturation problem and time aging, Elvidge et al. (2014) adopted the inter-calibration approach on Stable Lights data. Authors found in most countries positive correlation between sum of lights and GDP. For the countries with no or negative correlation, authors suggested that this might be because of electrical technological advances for more efficient lighting or to reduce light pollution.

4. GGP and NTL Evolution

Over the period FY08-FY13, the real GDP at factor cost
in the Egyptian economy was steadily trending upward with annual growth rate averaging 2.6 percent. The Egyptian economy’s growth rates fluctuated around the average, with minimum and maximum growth rates of 2.11 percent in FY13 and 7.15 percent in FY08, respectively. Since 90’s, the Egyptian government was adopting a bundle of strategies aiming at accelerating economic growth through wealth accumulation of big business firms. These measures sustained high growth for three successive years until FY08, with the negative financial and economic spillover effects of the 2008 global financial crisis. These effects extended to slower growth in many economic activities in Egypt in FY09 e.g., hotels and restaurants, Suez Canal, manufacturing, construction and electricity, etc. By FY10, Egypt adopted a bundle of corrective measures involving investment, tariffs and subsidies policies that helped in recovering the economy to grow at 5.1 percent.

Egypt continues to suffer from various structural imbalances and social inequality. Such unfavorable economic and social conditions led many Egyptians to demonstrate in the 25th of January 2011. The revolution resulted in the disruption of economic activity, security failure and political instability and uncertainty. These factors drastically decreased investment from 17.1 percent to -1.2 percent in FY11, and slightly declined final consumption growth by 0.17 percentage point from 4.9 percent in FY10 (World Bank, 2016). Investment and final consumption are major contributors to GDP with 17.1 percent and 75.6 percent in FY11, respectively (Central Bank of Egypt, 2016). Hence, Egypt’s growth rate fell dramatically by 3.3 percentage points to 1.8 percent by FY11.

This situation led some Arab countries—mainly Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait and Oman—and international organizations to offer financial support to Egyptian governments. These funds helped Egypt improving its economic performance and raising growth to 2.2 percent in FY12. By FY13, growth slightly decreased by 0.1 percentage point to become 2.1 percent, due to the decline of household consumption growth from 6 percent to 4.9 percent (World Bank, 2016), and investment drastic decays by 13.6 percent in FY13 (Central Bank of Egypt, 2016).

At the regional level, using the GGP dataset of Moursi and Omar (2016), governorates’ economic contribution can be easily identified. Policymakers can take suitable measures for distributing investment, subsidies, facilities in a way that would simultaneously accelerate economic growth in more successful governorates (Cairo, Giza, Alexandria, Beheira, Sharqia and Suez) and encourage productive activities in lagging governorates such as most Frontier governorates, Asswan and Luxor that have great economic potential (figure 2). Higher economic growth and prosperity will increase individuals’ consumption and investment that is assumed to appear as higher night luminosity.

NTL shows a similar trend as real national GDP over the studied period (figure, 3). Night lighted pixels have been growing in Egypt with the increasing trend of GDP over the studied period until FY12, when Egypt witnessed the night curfews and the energy crisis that led to several electricity cut-offs. However, NTL and GDP are positively correlated with a coefficient of 0.74.

A closer look within Egypt, Egypt night lights’ map in figure 4 suggests that first, Delta/Nile is lighted while the rest of Egypt is almost dim, especially Frontier governorates that are the least populated area. This is attributed to the fact that the Egyptian population is mainly concentrated besides and around the Nile. Hence, most economic activities take place in this region. Second, most lighted pixels are not with the highest light intensity (not top-coded pixels). This is understood as Egypt is a developing country. Third, spatial distribution of light suggests that population is not equally distributed whether across or within governorates.

Source: Moursi and Omar (2016)

Figure 2. Governorates’ Contribution in Real GDP, Average over FY08-FY13
Figure 3. Sum of Lights and Real GDP in Egypt, over FY08-FY13 (in constant LE\textsuperscript{4} FY12)

Figure 4. Egypt’s Night Light, 2013\textsuperscript{5}

Table (1). Night Lights Data for selected governorates, average FY08-FY13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DN</th>
<th>Alex</th>
<th>Beni Suef</th>
<th>Gharbia</th>
<th>Kafr Sheik</th>
<th>Menia</th>
<th>New Valley</th>
<th>North Sinai</th>
<th>Qalyubia</th>
<th>Qena</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-6</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1-10</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1-20</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.1-40</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.1-60</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.1-63</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGP</td>
<td>831.4</td>
<td>177.36</td>
<td>412.8</td>
<td>425.6</td>
<td>330.3</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>260.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pop Density</td>
<td>1852</td>
<td>2895</td>
<td>1098</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>2362</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>2502</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Calculated by Author

Note: GGP are in millions LE and base year 2010. Pop Density data are extracted from Ministry of Planning (MoP).

\textsuperscript{4} LE refers to the currency Egyptian Pounds.
\textsuperscript{5} AN Asswan, AT Assuit, AX Alexandria, IA Ismailia, LX Luxor, RS Red Sea, BA Beheira, GA Giza, DA Dakahlia, SZ Suez, SA Sharqia, FY Fayoum, CA Cairo, QY Qalyubia, MF Menoufia, MY Minya, NV New Valley, BS Beni Suef, PS Port Said, SS South Sinai, DM Damietta, SG Sohag, NS North Sinai, QA Qena, KH Kafr El Sheik, MH Matrouh
Table (1) gives some sense of NTL data, describing the distribution of pixels across different DN intervals, from dim to maximum lighted pixels intervals (0-6 and 60.1-63, respectively), for some selected governorates with a broad range of GGP and population densities. Many governorates have a high fraction of dim pixels with DN 0-6. No governorate has pixels with DN of 1 or 2. This observation was explained by Henderson et al. (2012) as the consequence of the algorithms used to filter out noise in raw data. Governorates that have most unlit pixels are located in Upper Egypt and Frontier governorates. For instance, Beni Suef and Qena have 78.4 percent and 75.1 percent unlit pixels, respectively. Egypt has special case with its Frontier Cities that have the highest unlit pixels’ frequency among all governorates and they are almost dim, ranging from 93.4 percent in North Sinai to 99.5 percent in New Valley. This might be due to their low GGP and low population density. Also, their main economic activity is the Extraction of Crude Oil and Natural Gas, and the Manufacture of Crude Oil Petroleum that do not need for lighting or intense lighting at night.

Spatial distribution of NTL by governorate meet GGP distribution in Egypt, holding population constant. For instance, Menia is more populated than Alexandria but the latter has a higher GGP share in the economy 6.7 percent versus 2.7 percent. The densely populated poor governorate has more unlit pixels, where Menia has 85.4 percent of its pixels unlit while Alexandria has 21.8 percent.

Governorates are divided into five quintiles based on their GGP, and on average one can say that high (low) luminosity is concentrated in governorates with high (low) GGP and/or high (low) population density. For instance, at the 1st GGP quintile, Cairo comes with the highest GGP but the latter has a higher GGP share in the economy 6.7 percent versus 2.7 percent. The densely populated poor governorate has more unlit pixels, where Menia has 85.4 percent of its pixels unlit while Alexandria has 21.8 percent.

Governorates that belong to the 3rd quintile of GGP contributes to the economy between 2-3 percent and their lights intensity is lower than the governorates with higher GGP. Assuit is located in Upper Egypt, contributing to the economy with 2.1 percent with the dominating activity Agriculture with 26 percent of its GGP. Agriculture in Assuit takes place in field, which does not emit much light at night. Also, Assuit is not a populated area with around 33 individuals per km², indicating low human activities at night and low light emission. Hence, 82.8 percent of Assuit’s area is dim. This could also explain the correlation between real GGP and NTL in trends and the non-association in growth rates. The GGP and light grew at 6.5 percent and 0.5 percent per annum on average, respectively. However, as shown in figure 6, lights expanded the unlit area in 2010 by 2.2 percent corresponding to the GGP growth of 66 percent. By 2013, lights coverage and intensity decreased by 7.3 percent as a response to the GGP drop by 25.1 percent.

Moreover, the 5th quintile of GGP, as expected, comprises the governorates with the lowest GGP and low light coverage or mostly dim pixels. The predominant governorates in this category are Frontier governorates. As all Frontier governorates, Matrouh is almost dim, with 96.4 percent of its pixels unlit (figure 7). This is confirmed with its low GGP share of 1.1 percent and low population density of 13 per km². However, the lighted pixels growth of 5.6 percent per annum tracks the GGP growth of 18.2 percent per annum. Night light does not capture exactly the GGP growth as 19 percent of GGP is from Agriculture activity.

---

6Egypt is divided into six regions: Cairo’s area includes Cairo, Giza and Qalyubia; Delta includes Al sharqia, Menoufia, Kaft El-Shiekh, Gharbia, Damieta and Dakahlia; Middle Egypt consists of Assuit and New Valley; Alexandria and West Delta includes Alexandria, Beheira and Matrouh; Upper Egypt consist of Luxor, Sohag, Red Sea, Qena, Menia, Fayoum, Beni Suef and Asswan; and Canal cities includes Suez, South Sinai, North Sinai, Ismailia, and Port Said.

7 Population density is computed as the number of people living per kilometer square.
Figure 5. Cairo Night Lights’ Map

Figure 6. Assuit Night Lights Map

Figure 7. Matrouh Night Lights Map
This descriptive analysis suggests that though night lights might represent GGP in some governorates strongly while others weakly, overall they represent human economic activity and human settlements. As income and/or population are concentrated in a location, the night lights grow and even its intensity increases. Night Lights represents a special remote sensing technique that might predict economic performance and population settlements as discussed above.

5. Can NTL Predict GGP?

5.1. Dataset Sources

The paper aims to examine the relation between NTL and economic performances in Egypt at the national and sub-national levels over the period FY08-FY13. Also, it tests if NTL could be a good proxy for forecasting economic performance for Egypt and within its different governorates. The dataset used in estimation is taken from Moursi and Omar (2016). It used three indicators: NTL, national GDP and GGP data. NTL data are freely available on the NOAA website as satellites images, which are easily converted into numerical (analogue) data. National GDP estimates by economic activity are available from the Ministry of Planning website. GGP data are constructed for the 27 Egyptian governorates across economic activities for the years FY08-FY13, as they are unsatisfactory and not available on regular basis. They are computed using various Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics (CAPMAS) bulletins.

5.2. Modeling the Relation between NTL and GGP

The structure of this paper’s estimation model is similar to that of Chen and Nordhaus (2011). However, Chen and Nordhaus (2011) tackles the relationship between GDP growth and NTL growth, while this paper investigates the relationship at the variables’ levels.

The Allometric growth model is used with three assumptions; the first assumption is that GGP measures are computed with error. The measurement error is due to possible systematic growth in incorrect measurement because of the different sources in calculating the GGP by economic activity which have infrequent observations, the subjective response of the responders in ground surveys and not all informal sector activities are counted in official statistics (equation 1). The second assumption is the existence of measurement error in luminosity that might occur from the difference between the true light and what a satellite records due to the saturation problem; and the satellite aging effect on light records (equation 2). The third assumption is the existence of a structural relationship between the true GGP and observed NTL with constant elasticity (equation 3), signifying that observable lights increases at the same rate as economic performance.

\[
G_{it} = GGP_{it} + e_{GGP}\] (1)

\[
NTL_{it} = NTL_{it} + e_{NTL}\] (2)

\[
NTL_{it} = \alpha GGP_{it} + u_{it}\] (3)

Where \( GGP \) and \( NTL \) stands for real Gross Governorate Product at factor cost and Nighttime light, and an asterisk denotes the true values. \( e_{GGP} \) is the measurement error of regional standard output with variance \( \sigma^2_{GGP} \) that is allowed to vary with governorate; \( e_{NTL} \) is the measurement error of luminosity with the variance \( \sigma^2_{NTL} \); and \( u_{it} \) reflects the noise in the light-output structural relationship. Also, the subscripts \( i \) and \( t \) stands for governorates and time, respectively.

Since the paper is concerned with studying if lights can predict the economic performance, GGP is regressed on NTL. After some derivations thoroughly explained in Chen and Nordhaus (2011) and Henderson et al. (2012), making the coefficients’ interpretation with elasticity, log-log equation is used:

\[
\ln(GGP_{it}) = \alpha + \beta \ln(NTL_{it}) + u_{it}\] (4)

Where \( u_{it} \) is the error term of predicting the observed GGP using observed NTL. Estimating equation (4), two constructed panel data are used; Stable light dataset and GGP for 27 Egyptian governorates over the period FY08-FY13. Using Stable light dataset, three variables are extracted; Sum of Lights \( SOL \) which is the sum of the multiplication of location’s pixels by its digital value of light’s intensity. Top-coded Cells \( Top \) is the number of pixels that are highest light with DN 62 and 63. Unlit-coded Cells \( Unlit \) variable indicates the number of pixels that are dim with DN 0-6. A multiple regression model regressing the GGP on the three NTL variables: SOL, Top and Unlit are estimated.

Moreover, year and governorate effects are considered in the model as dummy variables. Year dummies control for satellite light data sensitivity; as sensor settings vary over time across satellites in terms of radiometric performance, detection limits and saturation radiances (Henderson et al., 2012); FY08 is the benchmark category. Governorate dummies accounts for governorates’ differences in light coverage, economic structure and economic performance; where Frontier governorates is considered the benchmark category.

In estimating this regression, the robust Hausman test is first run to choose between fixed and random effect models, in deciding if time-invariant unobservable variables are correlated to other variables in the model. Accordingly, the model is to be estimated using the random effect approach as the null hypothesis of consistent and efficient random effect is not rejected at the 5 percent significant level. With
panel data, heteroscedasticity, autocorrelation and cross-sectional dependence problems are suspected.

The Likelihood-ratio test is used to test for heteroscedasticity and concludes that the different regressions suffer from heteroskedasticity of cross-sectional units. Autocorrelation problem is also found in the dataset. It is tested using Wooldridge test (2002). In addition, the Breusch-Pagan statistic rejected the null hypothesis of cross-sectional independence in the residuals of a random effect regression model. Thereby, the model has contemporaneous correlations across cross-sectional units. These problems yield inefficient coefficients and biased standard errors. Correcting for these problems, against Moursi and Omar (2016) that uses the Panel Corrected Standard Error approach (PCSE), this paper estimates pooled Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression with Driscoll and Kraay standard errors of non-parametric technique (Driscoll and Kraay, 1998; and Hoechle, 2007).

The PCSE method, though, corrects for heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation, it gives imprecise estimates due to its assumptions about the corrections’ form of cross-sectional dependence. With large-N asymptotics, such corrections require strong assumptions about the corrections’ form because the number of cross-sectional correlations grows with higher rate than the number of observations growth. Although Moursi and Omar (2016) followed a lot of empirical research assuming that cross-sectional correlations are the same for every pair of cross-sectional units such that the introduction of time dummies purges the spatial dependence, constraining the cross-sectional correlation matrix is prone to misspecification, and hence implementing nonparametric corrections for the cross-sectional dependence is desirable (Hoechle, 2007).

On the other hand, the Driscoll and Kraay estimates standard errors for coefficients estimated by pooled Ordinary Least Squares regression are robust to very general forms of cross-sectional and temporal dependence that might lead to biased results if ignored. The estimated error structure, according to Driscoll and Kraay (1998), is assumed to be heteroskedastic, autocorrelated up to some lag, and could be correlated between the cross-sectional units (governorates). This nonparametric technique of estimating standard errors does not place any restrictions on the limiting behavior of the size of cross-sectional dimension in finite samples, like this paper, with N=27 and T=6.

5.3. Can NTL Forecast GGP?

The different regressions confirm that night luminosity can estimate and predict regional GDP in Egypt, as found in Moursi and Omar (2016). These empirical results go in line with previous papers’ conclusion (Chen and Nordhaus 2011; Henderson et al. 2012; and Bundervoet et al. 2015) and suggest NTL as a candidate proxy for measuring economic performance in developing countries at the sub-national level.

Column (1) shows that GGP and SOL are highly positively significant with elasticity of 0.69. This indicates that the human-made night light usage increases, the economy gets more prosperous and people richer (figure 8). Column (2) shows the positive significant relation between GGP and Top with elasticity of 0.42, suggesting that as the highest light intensity rises, GGP increases too. Also, as expected, column (3) reveals the negative significant correlation between GGP and Unlit variable with a coefficient of -0.17, meaning that the higher the number of dim pixels, the lower GGP and the lower people’s income. In a multiple regression, all night light variables have the expected relationship with GGP that is statistically significant at 5 percent significant level (column 4). Note the high R² suggests that NTL with its different measures is likely to explain the variation in GGP with reasonable levels of significance.

---

**Figure 8.** GGP versus Lights-Overall Panel

Source: Calculated by Author
Table (2). Results of the Validity of NTL as a proxy for real GGP, FY08-FY13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ln(SOL)</td>
<td>0.69**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.36**</td>
<td>0.68**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln(Top)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.42**</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.31**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln(Unlit)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.17**</td>
<td>-0.13**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dum09</td>
<td>0.15**</td>
<td>0.11**</td>
<td>0.16**</td>
<td>0.13**</td>
<td>0.15**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dum10</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.12**</td>
<td>0.15**</td>
<td>-0.12**</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dum11</td>
<td>0.16**</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.27**</td>
<td>0.05**</td>
<td>0.16**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dum12</td>
<td>0.20**</td>
<td>0.05**</td>
<td>0.30**</td>
<td>0.06**</td>
<td>0.19**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dum13</td>
<td>0.27**</td>
<td>0.13**</td>
<td>0.34**</td>
<td>0.14**</td>
<td>0.26**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo*ln(SOL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.27**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex*ln(SOL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canal*ln(SOL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.11**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper*ln(SOL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower*ln(SOL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.07**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-2.19**</td>
<td>3.63**</td>
<td>6.88**</td>
<td>1.17**</td>
<td>-2.71**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Governorates</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 1-P-value *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. In Column (3) and (4), the inclusion of unlit variable decreased the number of observations to 141, owing to missing values.

2-Year and governorate fixed effects are accounted for. Dum09-Dum13 signify year dummy variables from FY09 to FY13; given FY08 is the benchmark category. Cairo*ln(SOL)+Lower*ln(SOL) signify governorates’ dummy variables of Cairo area multiplied by ln(Sum of Lights) to Lower Egypt multiplied by ln(Sum of Lights).

Examining the Sum of Lights’ regional effect—regional dummies in interaction with SOL—, column (5) shows that the coefficient of SOL remains positive and statistically significant at 5 percent significance level. This coefficient represents SOL elasticity of GGP in Frontier governorates; indicating that as SOL increases by 1 percent in Frontier governorates, GGP increases too by 0.68 percent. All regional dummies are statistically significant and positive, signifying that these regions have a higher impact of lights on their GGP than Frontier governorates, as expected from these regions’ GGP. For instance, Cairo has a higher impact of lights on its GGP than Frontier governorates, on average. SOL elasticity of GGP in Cairo is higher than Frontier governorates by 0.27, which indicates roughly a unit elastic relation (0.95) between light intensity and GGP in Cairo. Also, according to governorate economic value added, Cairo has the highest impact of lights on its GGP than other regions; followed by Alexandria, Canal, Lower and Upper Egypt. Across all regressions, the year dummy variables are significant, except in 2010 and 2011. This suggests that for some years there is significant difference in satellite capturing data and the model succeeded in accounting for that difference.

In this specification, sum of lights has shown its predictive power in estimating GGP. Figure 9 shows how close are the predicted values of GGP from its actual values across governorates over the studied period, on average. The difference between predicted and actual values of GGP is statistically insignificant at 5 percent significant level. However, the observed difference could be explained by economic performance and night luminosity pattern across governorates. For example, Asswan, Ismailia and Dakhila’s predicted GGP overestimate their actual GGP. This might be attributed partially to the informal sector that most of it is captured by night light while not included in traditional GGP estimates. Also, Port Said, as one of the Canal Cities that GGP comes from a non-generating light activity “Suez Canal”, its GGP is underestimated to be LE157.4 million compared to the actual of LE230.7 million, on average over the period FY08-FY13. As expected, South Sinai as a Frontier governorate that is almost dim with roughly a considerable GGP compared to its area lit, its GGP is underestimated by more than 50 percent of its actual GGP of LE210.04 million.
In addition, the predictive power of NTL at the disaggregate level suggests consequently its power at the aggregate level. This indicates, importantly, that also NTL can play a prominent role in predicting the economic performance at the national level. This is shown in figure 10 where actual and predicted real GDP have the same positive trend with near values and no statistical significant difference between them at 5 percent. This confirms what Sutton et al. (2007) stated that “spatial disaggregation of estimates dramatically improves aggregate national estimates” of GDP.

Hence, this paper offers a suitable complementary and not substitute tool in measuring economic performance in terms of economic value-added at both the national and sub-national levels. Its results are similar to Moursi and Omar (2016)’s findings, which confirms the robustness of their findings and the suggested association between NTL and economic performance. Also, the paper suggests a way to overcome the problem of examining the relationship at the national level with 5 years, by estimating the relationship using the disaggregated GGP data.

6. Conclusions

This paper uses one of the remote sensing techniques NTL in estimating GDP at the sub-national and national levels in Egypt over the period FY08-FY13. It replicates the paper of Moursi and Omar (2016) by estimating the association between NTL and GGP using the Driscoll and
Kraaii on-parametric technique to check the results’ robustness. In addition, the current study is the first to investigate the predictive power of NTL in estimating national GDP in Egypt using disaggregated GDP dataset.

Regional GDP are important for several reasons; such as identifying the source of national economic growth by region and by economic activity and the growth distribution across regions. It also helps individuals such as investors and employment-seekers to form expectations and make decisions where and what to invest, and at what scale of investment. It also helps identifying the level and extent of inequality and thereby the efforts needed to reduce it. Importantly, regional GDP data can update and adjust national GDP figures.

The paper concludes that the intensity of night lights captured by DMSP-OLS satellites can predict the economic activity of human beings measured by GGP in Egypt. Also, using GGP dataset, NTL is powerful in predicting national GDP. This result is similar to Moursi and Omar (2016), which signifies the robustness of their results.

This study affirms the importance of night lights data, especially for developing countries as they often suffer from deficient or absence of GDP data. NTL estimates of regional GDP could be the benchmark of official dataset when they are available. Also, if official data are unavailable, NTL can predict retroactively the historical values of regional GDP and forecast its future values to have timely frequent and consistent regional GDP estimate.

This paper paves the road for future research on the application of DMSP-OLS Satellite Night Light data on different socio-economic variables in Egypt. Studies on the association between lights and GDP by economic activity at the national and sub-national level are recommended. From this association, an estimation of the informal sector is very much recommended as there are no official statistics on its total contribution in the economy in most developing countries (Ghosh et al., 2009; and Keola and Tanaka, 2015). Also, the relation between light and population density, rural population, urbanization and desertification, are all interesting and needed topics by policymakers in the Egyptian economy.
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